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Exploring new paths for  
Culture Action Europe 

Robert Manchin introduced the session, mentioning that the CAE strategy was already 
discussed in the past, but highlighting the need to talk about again due to the specific 
situation in which we are now and will be in the near future. We need to talk with our 
members in order to imagine/shape the future, he said.


Robert then presented the 2020 Rome charter, based on the idea of culture as a human 
rights and linking it to the concepts of communities and participation.


Tere Badia introduced the process of the Telethon and how we came to the 3 topics: 
advocacy, knowledge platform and networking (these are 3 pillars which fully coincide 
with the pillars of the Pisciotta strategy).


Within the 3 pillars, we selected the 5 most mentioned topics among our members. Now, 
we need to prioritise further these topics, selecting max 3 of them. Of course, the non-
selected topics will not be forgotten by CAE!


Advocacy pillar:

Antonio Gucciardo (Interarts) presents the advocacy pillar:

Culture and... 
• Environment and sustainability

• Well-being (including all forms of discrimination)

• Digital

• Working & Living conditions

• Access to culture


http://www.2020romecharter.org/
http://www.2020romecharter.org/


Marina Bistolfi suggests to add education to the advocacy pillar and Mieke Renders 
(TEH) adds that digitalisation is part of the access to culture strategy. Julie Ward talks 
about lifelong and non formal education (Actually, the issue we are already working are 
anyway part of the advocay pillar).


Niels Righolt (CKI) says that we need critical thinking about how we make advocacy: 
Niels points out the need to have advocacy not only at a European level but also at 
national levels.


Some members talk about the need to underlining who and for what we are advocating 
(RESEO and Fondazione Fitzccaraldo). Alessandra Gariboldi (Fondazione Fitzcarraldo) 
underlines that environment/sustainability and well-being are crucial topics. 


Corinne Szteinszneider (Michael Culture) says we have to be more precise in using words 
and terms.


Julie Ward suggests that digital is important but CAE should advocate for the whole 
sector and not “just” for digital.


Sophie Dowden (ECA-EC) agrees with Julie as well and she thinks that well-being and 
sustainability should be priorities.


Ines Camara (Mapa das Ideias) thinks that digital means a structural change.


Cristina da Milano (ECCOM) thinks access to culture is (at least, should be ) included in 
sustainability, as well as digital (sustainability is the structural change we need).


Tere Badia underlines that we need to prioritise today in order to discuss more in depth 
the topics that we will choose.


After the discussion Lucrezia Ponzano (CAE) explains the exercise on how to express and 
register preferences.




Lars Ebert H401 presents the Knowledge Platform Pillar.


Knowledge platform: 

• Forward looking

• Aggregator of knowledge

• Capacity building - EU policies

• Engage beyond the cultural sector


Lars says that N.2 is the current stronger profile of CAE; n. 4 we should do more. N. 1 is 
about the fact that members push us to be proactive and not just to react.


Katharina Weinert (EMC) commented on the fact that going beyond our “bubble” is also 
about advocating, for example, at a national level and not only at European level.


Mieke Renders (TEH) underlines that the knowledge platform should be based also on 
topics and that we need to define transversal topics.


Clymene Christofourou (D6 Culture) talks about human rights (BLM) and the role of 
heritage but to me this is agin part of the sustainability.




Burak Sayin (TEH) presents the networking pillar.


Networking:


• Hubs and working groups

• Horizontal governance

• Exchange of info/actions/collaboration

• Direct relations among members

• Diversify relations among members


Barak underlines the importance of horizontal governance; peer to peer exchanges; 
diversify collaboration goes also in the direction of thinking outside the box.


Katharina Weinert (EMC) asks to clarify the diversifications of the relations and Burak 
does it.




RESULTS: 

Advocacy pillar 

The priorities are:


• Environment and sustainability

• Well-being (including all forms of discrimination)

• Working & Living conditions


Cristina Da Milano thinks we need to separate strategic actions from topics (and the 
matrix will help us, as Niels points out) She thinks it makes sense since digital and 
access to culture to me are part of sustainability, as well as education in all its forms 
(cultural and social, specifically). When Julie says that we need to tackle certain issues 
horizontally, transversally and I think sustainability embraces all this.


Knowledge platform pillar 

The priorities are:


• Aggregator of knowledge

• Capacity building - EU policies

• Engage beyond the cultural sector


Forward looking was not prioritised because probably CAE is already doing that, 
probably, according to our members.


Networking platform pillar 

The priorities are:


• Hubs and working groups

• Horizontal governance

• Diversify relations among members




Culture Action Europe 
Joint Advocacy 

Gabriele Rosana, Policy Director of Culture Action Europe presents himself, reminding 
that he has already been in touch with many members and proposes 2-fold structure of 
the session:


1. Policy and advocacy updates from Brussels and how members can participate and 
even take the lead in advocacy; link to the group shared in the chat > comments and 
interventions


2. 3 board members will briefly address the 3 advocacy priorities which have been 
picked by members during the telethon: environmental sustainability; wellbeing; 
working and living conditions. After the meeting, members will get in their mailboxes 
three invitations to join 3 discussion groups.


Gabriele presented ongoing business of CAE (EU and national):


1. Impact of Covid19 on culture and creative sectors 
2. MFF 2021-2027, including Creative Europe and all other programmes which are 

relevant for CCS


Gabriele presented the study CAE did together with ECF, underlining main challenges in 
regards to Covid19:


• Uncertainty for 2021

• Public support in 69% of countries 

• Gaps to be filled (mostly on the level of the member states)


Gabriele mentioned the main horizontal measures of the EU: cohesion funds, SURE, CRII, 
Temporary State Aid Framework, MFF, Next Generation EU.


27 May - proposal for MFF, not encouraging for Creative Europe. CAE is collecting 
synergies and asking to double budget of Creative Europe comparing to the current 
envelope. The current proposal is 1.5 bln, which is lower than the one of 2018.


CAE is focusing on other programmes too, but this will be addressed later.


Creative Europe does not benefit from any of other recovery instruments, like other 
programmes may.


CAE membership can do a lot as well. Today we are proposing to reach out to the 
national level. Today the proposal would be to translate the open letter ‘Uphold culture in 
the MFF’ and to send it to key people in member states. (this is an added value of such a 
network like CAE!)




Katarina Weinert, EMC: a few words about the statements, where they were sent to, 
etc. Gabriele: everything started with an MFF statement, CAE had meetings with the 
cabinet of Gabriel and VP of the EC Schinas, exchange with the EP rapporteurs, direct 
contacts with the European Commission on Creative Europe (answer is in the Q&A on the 
EACEA website)


All ways of members’ engagement would matter a lot today!


Simone Dudt, EMC: what can we really do? Letters are not always working anymore

Liveurope and IMPALA have drafted a letter too. Simone has been very strong on the 
necessity of liasing with CAE. This letter will refer to the CAE letter. The second level will 
be engaging famous people. 


The importance of speaking with one voice was once again highlighted. Visibility to the 
campaign, beyond sending the letter. Media, national newspapers. In addition it was 
mentioned that coordinated actions towards the upcoming German presidency should be 
planned, as well as engagement with the Cultural Heritage Expert Group.


Tsveta Andrea (ECF): there are some governments, like the Dutch government, oppose 
any increase of the budget. EAC advised to contact Thierry Breton. Guidelines by the EC 
on the structural funds for managing authorities on using them for culture. There is a lot of 
political will in this regard, and there is a lot of money. 


Simona Neumann (Timisoara 2021): it is important that we trigger the same angle of 
pushing for the increase of CE, similarly of how the name of Gabriel was changed. 
Kornelia: I would not underestimate CAE’s campaign on the name change.


Various programmes are important, but Creative Europe is the programme for 
supporting European cooperation and fighting against nationalism. 

Future advocacy paths: 

1. Environment & Sustainability  (presented by Corinne Szteinsznaider)

One of the key topics emerging from the consultation: SDG and sustainability of the 
sector itself. Many members are already involved in the topic and various initiatives. 

CAE should connect with the non-cultural sector, if we want to be stronger. CAE should 
advocate more on the sector’s contribution in the environmental sustainability.


CAE + ULCG + Agenda 21 for Culture; position paper “Greening Creative Europe”.  
Culture as the 4th pillar of SDGs, and it has to be integrated in all policies and strategies.


How could we increase our voice in this topic? How can we find a new path on this 
topic? Sustainable vs digital; research; cross-sectoral collaboration. Corinne announced 
that there will be an online brainstorming session called in June-July to discuss on how 
we move on; how to be more present in some already important debates.




2. Working and living conditions (presented by Stefan Gies)


(The need to overcome the fragmentation of initiatives and letters in the sector.)


The huge majority of members said that they could benefit from the state help only 
partially, if there were any support channels at all. Social security frameworks in CCS are 
very poor (c-19 revelation). Germany was seen as a good example. The fear of declining 
income; salary levels; work life balance; training, etc. The precarious work situation of 
freelancers has come up a lot during the c-19, and this should be used as an opportunity.


3. Wellbeing (presented by Simona Neumann)


A very soft topic; citizens’ participation in culture. Partial participation, “digital 
participation is more than nothing”. Social distancing has impacted the cultural sector a 
lot. Wellbeing is also related to the consequences of the pandemic: job losses and 
economic crisis. How different member states are addressing the pandemic situation. 
Moving people from one country to another: cultural tourism. There are different ways of 
addressing these issues; some members are willing to share the results of surveys and 
experiences. The European Capitals of Culture are also important for wellbeing; they have 
also been touched by the pandemic. There is now a delay of the 2021 Capitals of Culture, 
until 2022 or 2023.


It was announced that further brainstorming series on three advocacy topics presented 
by CAE Board members will be called in June-July.  



Culture Action Europe 
Meet-up & Networking 

This session included 3 minutes pitches from the Culture Action Europe members, as per 
list below:


1. Julie Ward 
Julie presented the Culture Declares Emergency initiative and called the CAE members to 
join. https://www.culturedeclares.org/


2. European Dancehouse Network (EDN)

Pia Kramer presented EDN and its activities

www.ednetwork.eu


3. D21 Kunstraum Leipzig

Constanze Mueller presented main activities and projects of D21 Kunstraum. 

https://www.d21-leipzig.de/


4. The Ukrainian Cultural Foundation

UCF, who joined Culture Action Europe recently, was presented by Oleksandra 
Yakubenko. She presented the foundation https://ucf.in.ua/en and Ukrainian Culture 
Portal: https://uaculture.org/en/


5. Ci.CLO Plataforma de Fotografia 
Virgilio Ferreira presented CiCLO Plataforma de Fotografia focus and activities. Ci.CLO is  
interested in collaborative projects with other artistic organizations in the field of visual 
arts, specifically in photography, that promotes awareness of socio-ecological 
regeneration through the arts. Please feel free to get in touch! 

https://ciclo-bienal.org/en/sustentar/projects/

Bienal:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=shV0CFlig3w


6. Antonio Guicciardo from Interarts briefly presented two projects that received the 
Interarts award during the EUvsVirus hackathon. 


Guide your guide was pitched by Paul Fabel

GuideYourGuide is an online platform that enables personalized and interactive guided 
tours to museums and heritage sites. 

Please check us out at www.guideyourguide.eu

see our Video here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-TfvuXV9jnI&feature=emb_title

and write us: press@guideyourguide.eu


Art Hub - presented by Francesco Mochi Sismondi 

Art Hub main goals: 1) technology partnerships (streaming / telcos) 2) funding and 3) 
Artists & theatres, across all disciplines!

Web - www.arthublive.com

FB - https://www.facebook.com/arthublive/

INSTA - https://www.instagram.com/arthublive/


https://www.culturedeclares.org/
http://www.ednetwork.eu
https://uaculture.org/en/
https://ciclo-bienal.org/en/sustentar/projects/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=shV0CFlig3w
https://www.culturedeclares.org/
http://www.ednetwork.eu
https://uaculture.org/en/
https://ciclo-bienal.org/en/sustentar/projects/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=shV0CFlig3w


Twitter - https://twitter.com/ArtHubLIVE1

Trailer - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dL9uOt8OlSI

You can also reach us at hello@arthublive.com


7. Kulturanova  
Kulturanova initiates intercultural and intersectoral dialogue in society, fostering youth 
creativity through art education, production of cultural content, and promotion of public 
policies in the field of culture and youth. We would appreciate having partner 
organizations that are able to support our policy-oriented projects in the future. We are 
currently implementing a methodology called AIO - Artistic Interventions in Organizations 
while educating new generations of artists to execute interventions in different industries.

www.kulturanova.org 

Contact Milan Vracar: milan@kulturanova.org


8. asbl Thor 
Antoine Pickels presented Thor that is a dance company of Thierry Smits and also a 
studio hosting resindecies and festivals. Antoine specifically focused on the Trouble 
festival which will take place in Brussels, 24-25 April 2021. 

www.thor.be

www.trouble.brussels

Contact: trouble@thor.be


9. Heritage Contact Zone 
Lars Ebert (H401) presented a European project Heritage Contact Zone dealing with the 
contested heritage in Europe.

www.heritagecontactzone.org

Contact: l.ebert@h401.org


10.  European Choral Association - Singing in times of pandemic 
Sonja Greiner, Secretary General of European Choral Association presented challenges 
for collective singing during the COVID19 pandemic. On the special website of ECA-EC 
www.EuropeanChoralAssociation.org/Covid-19 you will find a survey they did and the 
first evaluation of answers, but also a document putting together resources, research, 
guidelines and hygiene protocols for singers, online tools etc. 

And this is digital stage: https://digital-stage.org 

ECA-EC are partners and believe that so far this is the most promising project that should 
enable more collective online rehearsals and performances for Performing Arts. They are 
currently fundraising and testing.


11. KEA European Affairs 
Clementine Daubeuf face a short overview of KEA, who recently joined the Culture Action 
Europe network. 

www.keanet.eu

cdaubeuf@keanet.eu


12. Visarte Switzerland 
Sabine Zaalene presented the Visarte Think Tank focusing on the issue of the status of 
artist and comparing different policy approaches from country to country. She invited to 
participate in Visarte’s survey on the topic answering the following questions:

mailto:hello@arthublive.com
mailto:milan@kulturanova.org
http://www.thor.be
http://www.trouble.brussels
mailto:trouble@thor.be
http://www.heritagecontactzone.org
mailto:l.ebert@h401.org
http://www.keanet.eu
mailto:cdaubeuf@keanet.eu
mailto:hello@arthublive.com
mailto:milan@kulturanova.org
http://www.thor.be
http://www.trouble.brussels
mailto:trouble@thor.be
http://www.heritagecontactzone.org
mailto:l.ebert@h401.org
http://www.keanet.eu
mailto:cdaubeuf@keanet.eu


• What is the status of the visual artist in your country, your region?

• What are the conditions, the terms of remuneration for exposure in the institutions?

• Are the creative and production work of visual artists paid?

• Are the visual arts receiving research funds? In the course of education, is there a

doctorate in visual arts?

• Does the artist participate directly in the discussion and decisions of society as

a contributor?

• How can the artist bring their expertise to a society in which images are omnipresent?


You can send your answers to:Sabine.zaalene@visarte.ch


13. ARC Research & Consultancy 
Stephanie Bonnici from ARC Research & Consultancy, new member joining Culture 
Action Europe from Malta, presented scope of their work. 

A Chronicle of a Spring Not as Planned: Resources for Online Performances - by ARC 
Research & Consultancy (www.arcrc.eu) 


Get in touch with them via email on davinia@arcrc.eu if:


• If you would like access to our research on online performances and/or toolkit when 
published;


• If you would like to share good practices or similar experiments;

• If our research is relevant for presentation on any of your platforms (conferences, 

workshops, seminars, knowledge-sharing sessions)


14. LAF - Literature Across Frontiers 
Alexandra Buchler presented the work of LAF, highlighting the importance of having more 
voices coming from the literature sector in the networks like Culture Action Europe. They 
have been members of CAE for a long period and continue to be so, even after the Brexit. 
She spoke emotionally about the UK cultural sector who is left behind and highlighted the 
importance of cultural cooperation between the UK and EU and access to EU funding for 
the UK based organisations. She said that CAE and other networks should be particularly  
strategic in remaining connected with the UK CCS. The idea of organising a “third 
countries” geographical hub, that will include UK, Ukraine, Serbia, Switzerland etc. was 
also launched. 


www.lit-across-frontiers.org


15. ITI Germany 
Thomas Engel announced the upcoming European Theatre Forum that will take place  in 
Dresden, Germany in 11-13 November 2020 as part of the Fast Forward Festival. This 
forum will take place in the framework of the German Presidency and is co-organised by 
ITI -Germany and European Theatre Convention. It is the major forum and a platform for 
the European performing arts. 

For more information, contact: Thomas Engel th.engel@iti-germany.de


http://visarte.ch
http://www.lit-across-frontiers.org
http://visarte.ch
http://www.lit-across-frontiers.org


16. Małopolski Instytut Kultury w Krakowie (MIK) 
New member from Poland, represented by Thomas Włodarski, MIK works in three areas: 
Region - heritage interpretation; digitalization; ReAct - culture education; accessibility - 
especially for people with disabilities; culture sector strategic development, ReThink - 
research and analytical work & publishing team. 

http://english.mik.krakow.pl/

wlodarski@mik.krakow.pl


17. Municipality of Coimbra - Coimbra 2027 
Luis de Matos, representing the Municipality of Coimbra, who recently joined Culture 
Action Europe, presented actions and vision of Coimbra bidding for the European Capital 
of Culture candidacy in 2027. Their proposal for the title is “Stream of Change”. Luis also 
shared videos of some of the cultural activities initiated by Coimbra:

https://youtu.be/UN6SgwiRzLg

https://youtu.be/HJenRJ_SEOM


http://english.mik.krakow.pl/
mailto:wlodarski@mik.krakow.pl
https://youtu.be/UN6SgwiRzLg
https://youtu.be/HJenRJ_SEOM
http://english.mik.krakow.pl/
mailto:wlodarski@mik.krakow.pl
https://youtu.be/UN6SgwiRzLg
https://youtu.be/HJenRJ_SEOM


THANK YOU! 
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